2019 WIAA State Team Championships
Division 1

HOMESTEAD HIGH 4, MUSKEGO HIGH 3

Singles
No. 1 - Natalie Yang, HOMESTEAD HIGH def. Elizabeth Sobieski, MUSKEGO HIGH, 5-7, 6-4, 6-3;
No. 2 - Michelle Pan, MUSKEGO HIGH def. Jamie Gebhardt, HOMESTEAD HIGH, 6-2, 6-2, -;
No. 3 - Christina Pan, MUSKEGO HIGH def. Anna Head, HOMESTEAD HIGH, 5-7, 6-3, 7-5;
No. 4 - Tess Lalonde, HOMESTEAD HIGH def. Mia Barrett, MUSKEGO HIGH, 6-1, 6-1, -;

Doubles
No. 1 - Maddie Toboyek - Lauren Sobieski, MUSKEGO HIGH def. Sasha Shapsis - Kate Wade, HOMESTEAD HIGH, 6-4, 6-3, -;
No. 2 - Ellie Sprinkmann - Bridget Brown, HOMESTEAD HIGH def. Megan Lambrecht-scasny - Stephanie Yerges, MUSKEGO HIGH, 6-2, 6-1, -;
No. 3 - Ashley Chavin - Jillian Diamond, HOMESTEAD HIGH def. Katie Upthagrove - Chloe Adamson, MUSKEGO HIGH, 6-3, 6-0, -;